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For a traveller, every new destination comes with new experiences. Every new environment visited in-
creases a traveller’s identity. Finding where to go and what to see can be tough with an infl ux of infor-
mation readily available with smartphones, especially if core interests don’t always align. A traveller’s 
digital identity should be recorded and improved upon for whenever the travel bug comes along.
This research improves an understanding of travellers’ digital identity through travel motives, tourists’ 
behaviour, and mapping/navigation-related technology. An analysis of existing mobile travel apps for 
discovery purpose examined eff ective user engagement through attributes of app design and perfor-
mance. After evaluation, the proposed app - DROP/PIN - was formed. It allows travellers to explore 
urban environments in real-time through personalization, big data, social media and navigational 
technology. Its purpose is to recognize the memories and meanings of past sights and places travelled 
in order to infl uence and suggest those to come.

Research: Literature Review
DEFINING A TRAVELLERS’ IDENTITY

The mobile travel app user is also the traveller. Before the traveller begins a 
trip, they have motives eff ecting the destinations they travel to within an ur-
ban environment. A travellers’ digital identity is a continuous database of mean-
ing and memories that lead to personalization of travel experiences.

Travellers’ movement patterns help to defi ne identity further. Patterns are eff ected by 
trip profi le, personal motives, physical confi gurations of des-
tination, prior visitation and time per trip. Therefore, taking 
note of the eff ects of movement patterns can allow a trav-

eller to personalize their trip and get the most out of it.

Personalization of a traveller’s digital identity must be cre-
ated through an analysis of user experience and engage-
ment behaviour.  The research model to support this proj-
ect relied on properties discovered in the study, “Design 
and performanceattributes driving mobile travel applica-
tion engagement” from J. Fang et al. conducted in 2017.

Methodology & Competitive Analysis
CURRENT MOBILE TRAVEL APPS DESIGN & PERFORMANCE

The study uses the S-O-R (Stimulus-Organism-Response) Relationship about human 
behaviour theory to understand users’ engagement with a travel app. It recognizes two 
domain attributes: app design and app performance. [Fig. 1] These attributes are stud-
ied in relation to engagement behaviour, which refers to a user’s continued interaction 
with a mobile app. Thus, user engagement through design and performance principles 
is what builds and maintains a long-term, sustainable advantage amongst competitors.

 The competitor selection used apps that promoted dis-
covery. The analysis concluded that all of the mobile trav-

el apps recognized design and performance attributes. The 
relative advantage attribute diff ered the most amongst 
the selection, and therefore eff ected high user engage-

ment. Relative advantage refers to the innovativeness of a 
product from having advantage in the market to having a 
standout feature.  Though all apps claim be promote dis-

covery of a new city, none used manual sign-up preferenc-
es to accommodate the user’s discovery experience. 

Evaluation: Product Features for High User Engagement

DESIGN ATTRIBUTES

- USER INTERFACE
- PRIVACY & SECURITY

-PORTABILITY

PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES

- COMPATIBILITY
- EASE OF USE
- RELATIVE ADVANTAGE

Implementation:
DROP/PIN - Personalized Travel App

DROP/PIN was inspired by travellers with a long bucket list of places to explore.

Its key feature is a personalized survey upon signup and continuous updating on sights and places travelled, allowing the user to 
specialize interests and increase traveller identity before exploring every new city. DROP/PIN suggests locations for the amount 
of time at a destination and the amount of time per day, maximizing your time at every destination. Using GPS technology, no-

tifi cations appear when a user is nearby a potential interest-based location -- for you to go off  course if you choose.

Design and performance app attributes selected from the used research model will be applied to DROP/PIN to advance user engagement.

Research shows that the following app attributes increases user engagement in mobile travel apps. Using this knowledge, while implement-
ing a personalization survey based on eff ects of travellers’ movement patterns creates a new model for self-guided travel in mobile app form.
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